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Abstract—Due to amendments in Brazilian law, the possession of files containing child and teen pornography began to be crime and the need to detect this type of content at crime scenes increased. With this objective, the NuDetective Forensic Tool has been assisting forensic examiners to conduct such analysis in a timely manner. However, with the evolution of digital cameras and camcorders, image files are being produced with higher resolutions, which may result in an undesirable delay of processing these files. This work presents an approach to optimize the automatic nudity detection provided by NuDetective Forensic Tool by reducing the images resolution. Several evaluation experiments were performed and the results showed that it is possible to reduce the runtime in almost 90%, without significant changes in the nudity detection results.
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1. Introduction

The production and propagation of illegal digital multimedia content, especially images and videos involving child and teen pornography, have been increasingly common in crimes against children. Combined with the fast evolution of computers and the popularization of the Internet, the production and subsequent exchange of illegal files between people dispersed throughout the world occur more frequently, mainly through the World Wide Web (WWW), the peer-to-peer networks [1], e-mail, and instant messaging services.

These facts encouraged the natural evolution of the Brazilian legislation. Until November 25th, 2008, Brazilian law only criminalized the disclosure of such material, under Article 241 of the Child and Adolescent Law [2, 3]. After that date, with the publication of Law 11,829, possession of files of this nature also became a crime, with the inclusion of Article 241-B [4], which says:

"Acquire, possess or store, by any means, photo, video or other record that contains the scene of explicit sex or pornography involving children or adolescents" [4].

Therefore, requests for forensic analysis in computer storage media such as hard disk drives, pen drives, optical media, and memory cards in order to verify the presence and distribution of child pornography are becoming more frequent. The experience of the authors shows that the greatest difficulty in this type of analysis is to identify the files containing child and teen pornography among the hundreds of thousands of files possibly existing in these devices. A recent study [5] showed that 148 (one hundred and forty-eight) files containing sexual abuse of a teenage girl were found after analysis of more than 300,000 image files and 1,100 video files. This exemplifies how hard is to find such files, because the analysis of images and videos is usually done visually.

Besides the need to detect files containing child and teen pornography in seized devices, the amendments in Brazilian Law has expanded the need to detect this type of material still in the crime scenes. Thus, forensic examiners need to identify these files in a timely way in order to avoid unnecessary seize of digital devices for later analysis in the laboratory, which often takes many days or even weeks to be done, losing the opportunity to arrest the suspect immediately. With this objective, the NuDetective Forensic Tool [6] has been assisting forensic examiners to conduct such analysis in a timely manner at the crime scene. The Tool performs pixel and shape analysis to automatic detect human nudity files (Image Analysis) and searches for file names that may contain typical expressions of child and teen pornography (FileName Analysis).

However, the continued evolution of digital multimedia devices such as cameras and camcorders, allowed the production of multimedia content with higher resolutions. Nowadays, digital cameras marketed in Brazil have an average resolution of 12 Megapixels. Many digital cameras may still exceed 20 Megapixels of image resolution. Therefore, the manipulation of these files in an automated way requires a computational effort that may delay the analysis of forensic examiners at the crime scene. This work has the main purpose to optimize the automatic nudity detection with the use of NuDetective Forensic Tool, reducing the runtime to process high-resolution images.

Another technique to search for illegal files widely used in forensic computing is to compare the hash value of the files. The hash is a value calculated from a one-way mathematical function [7] and serves as a unique identifier of the file. This approach calculates the hash value of all files on the suspicious material, comparing them with a list of hash values of known files, which were previously identified. Commercial tools such Access Data Forensic Toolkit [8] and Guidance Encase [9] have this functionality. Such technique would also be very useful to NuDetective Forensic Tool. Despite being an efficient method to identify known files, to perform the calculation of the hash value of thousands of files that can...
be stored on a hard disk drive, for example, may be a lengthy operation to be performed at the crime scene. Moreover, the success of this method depends on how complete is the list of hash values of known files. Therefore, new and unknown files, which could be produced by pedophiles, for example, would never be identified by this technique. However, depending on the operational viability and the time required, using this method (Hash Analysis) in conjunction with Image Analysis and FileName Analysis provided by NuDetective can make the results even more reliable and effective. Therefore, the implementation of Hash Analysis is also one of the purposes of this work.

In this scenario, the authors have studied ways to improve the NuDetective Forensic Tool to assist the forensic examiner to spend the smallest time as possible to detect child and teen pornography, especially in cases involving high-resolution images.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art of pixel analysis and human nudity detection algorithms. A brief description of the NuDetective Forensic Tool, including the nudity detection algorithms used and its basic features, is present in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed approach for optimization of automatic nudity detection in high-resolution digital images, including several evaluation experiments. Section 5 briefly describes the new version 2.0 of the NuDetective Forensic Tool, including new features such as Hash Analysis. Sections 6 and 7 present the conclusions and future work, respectively.

2. Backgrounds

The detection of human nudity in digital images is mainly based on the identification of pixels that contain skin color and the way which the identified skin regions are related. To identify the skin color is important choose the color space and the parameters that will be used to define the skin color. On nudity identification, a comparison with human forms and the relationship between identified skin regions in the image are the main approaches to determine if an image contains or not human nudity.

Concepts such as color space, the definition of skin color and nudity detection are discussed below.

2.1. Color Space

A digital image can be described as a point matrix where each point (pixel) represents a color. Like any mathematical representation of a physical phenomenon, the color representation can be done in several ways, each containing its advantages and disadvantages [10]. Thus, the choice of color space will depend on the application type.

The RGB color space was originated from the old CRT (Cathodic Ray Tube). It defines the color representation by combining three primary colors: red (R), green (G), and blue (B) [11]. The scale of each of these components varies from 0 to 255. This is the most common color space used for storing digital image representation [12]. In RGB, brightness and color are coupled and thus not suitable for color segmentation in images with unknown light conditions [13]. To reduce the effect of luminance on the color representation, it is possible to use the normalized RGB, which consists of a transformation from RGB through a normalization process, shown in (1) [11].

\[ r = \frac{R}{R + G + B}, \quad g = \frac{G}{R + G + B}, \quad b = \frac{B}{R + G + B} \]  

Color spaces based on Hue and Saturation were proposed to allow an intuitive description of colors [11]. Hue defines the dominating color and Saturation defines the color based on brightness. These color spaces are known as HSI, HSV and HSL. The letters H and S represent Hue and Saturation, respectively, and the letters I, V and L, Intensity, Value, and Lightness, respectively, and are related to the luminance of the color.

Orthogonal color spaces such as YCbCr, YIQ, YUV, and YES, try to reduce redundancy in RGB color channels and represent colors by using components as independently as possible [12].

2.2. Skin Color Classification

The pixel classification of digital images, in order to determine skin regions, tries to identify each pixel as skin or not. There are many difficulties to classify skin pixels, because several factors affect its color, including: variable ambient light, the use of different digital cameras, which can produce different pixel colors of the same person under the same lighting condition, and; skin color varies from person to person [14]. In addition, several objects in the real world such as wood, leather, hair, and sand, among many others, have similar color to the skin. This often confuses a skin classifier in relation to the background of the image [15].

The human skin color, which mainly depends on the concentration of hemoglobin, melanin, and the lighting condition [16], is not located randomly within a color space. The skin colors are grouped within small areas of the color space, but these areas depend on the used color space [15].

Thus, many studies have been conducted to determine ways of classifying skin color pixels among existing color spaces. A research [17] has proposed a method for detecting skin color based on RGB color space. This is a method with simple rules that allow the quick construction of classifiers [11]. A basic arithmetic formula can describe the relationship between the three components of RGB color, as shown in relationship (2) below.

\[ R > 95 \text{ and } G > 40 \text{ and } B > 20 \text{ and } \max(R, G, B) - \min(R, G, B) > 15 \text{ and } \] 
\[ |R - G| > 15 \text{ and } R > G \text{ and } R > B \]  

Other color spaces have also been used to define a classifier of skin pixels. In [18], areas of color space that belong to the
skin coloring set were obtained using the normalized RGB\(^1\) and HSV color spaces from relations (3) and (4) below.

\[
0.36 \leq r \leq 0.465, \quad 0.28 \leq g \leq 0.36 \\
0 \leq H \leq 50, 0.20 \leq S \leq 0.68, 0.35 \leq V \leq 1.0
\]

The YCbCr color space was used in [19] to segment the regions of skin color through the chrominance information, where they achieved high rates of detection in images with good lighting conditions.

In addition to the detection of skin color by making rules, such as those cited above, there are probabilistic methods that are used to estimate the distribution of skin color without the use of a color space, but these methods use several images to train the classifier [11]. The result from this practice is known as Skin Probability Map, or PMS. This type of classifier, while providing good results in the detection of skin color and is independent of the color space used, require a lot of storage space to be fitted and representative images to train the model [11]. They are classified as Skin Nonparametric Distribution Modeling. An alternative for this type of classifier are the Skin Distribution of Parametric Modeling. Methods of this group are able to achieve high representation through the least number of training images, and use less storage space [12]. However, in some methods, such as Mixture of Gaussians, the performance depends strongly on the shape of the skin colors distribution and can be extremely slow in both training and classification processes [11].

### 2.3. Nudity Detection

The first step in the nudity detection in images is the identification of skin pixels. Once identified these points, is necessary to determine whether the regions bounded by skin color correspond to shapes of the human body. There are known methods in the literature that use image features to classify the presence of nudity. Also, there are methods that compare the segmented images by skin color with a database of pre-classified images.

One research [20] presents a number of ways to accomplish the nudity detection by extracting image features. It is possible to compare the size of the largest skin region found with the image size. The amount of identified skin areas is another important feature. Small skin regions in large quantities are not typical of nudity images. The percentage of skin in an image is also an indicative of the presence of nudity [20].

Another study [21] was also based on extracting image features to determine nudity. The algorithm described considers that nudity contains a lot of different skin tones and these regions are relatively close to each other. First, it calculates the percentage of skin pixels among total pixels of the image. Through experiments, was set a threshold higher than 15% so that the image continues to be evaluated. Otherwise, it defines that the image has no nudity. Then, the continuity of the three major identified regions of skin color is used in various calculations through comparison with thresholds empirically obtained.

Some other methods use an image database to train the classifier. One method [22] uses Support Vector Machine (SVM), which has learning skills in the image detection of human nudity. In the proposed model, is first verified the correlation between regions containing skin color and those that do not contain, to train the SVM. Then, the classifier uses this information to determine whether a new image contains nudity or not, based on information acquired during training. Another method [23] compares a suspect image with a set of features obtained from the analysis of a training database.

### 3. The NuDetective Forensic Tool

This section provides a quick review of the main features of the NuDetective Forensic Tool, as described in [6], to illustrate its basic operation, including its pixel analysis and its human nudity detection algorithms.

The automatic detection algorithms implemented by NuDetect was based on two main principles: high processing speed and reduced number of false negatives. Thus, both the choice of color space and identification parameters of skin color met these essential requirements, as described below.

#### 3.1. Color Space and Skin Color

The NuDetective uses the RGB color space for representing digital color space, due to the ease and speed in color processing. Although the use of this color space does not allow the separation of luminance and color components, this separation in the skin color classification process does not necessarily lead to better results [11]. Moreover, one research [14] performs a formal proof that there is an optimum skin color classifier for any color space, i.e., the ability to detect skin color is independent of the color space used.

The calculation suggested by [17], described on the relationship (2), in Section 2, was used by NuDetective to relate the three components of RGB color space. The strategy to classify each pixel as skin color or not only applies to color images, which does not mean a significant disadvantage, because the vast majority of digital human nudity images, including child and teen pornography, is colored.

#### 3.2. Nudity Detection Algorithm

For nudity detection, the Tool used the algorithm described in [21], which reached great results, as described in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the use of this algorithm met the proposed requirements of NuDetective, because it is computationally fast. Also, it does not require one previous database to classify

---

\(^1\) The relation (3) does not present a value for b, because on the normalized RGB, the sum of the components r, g and b is always equal to 1. Therefore, the value of b can be omitted [11].
the images. This is possible because this algorithm works with percentage of skin color and computational geometry to identify nudity in digital images [21]. The choice of this algorithm allowed NuDetective to run without a large computing infrastructure, which is desirable at crime scenes.

### 3.3. Basic Features

Developed with the Java Standard Edition (JSE) [24], the NuDetective Forensic Tool performs the automatic human nudity detection in images according to the algorithms described above, and many other options that can be configured by the forensic examiner to assist in the detection of child pornographic files.

First, the forensic examiner chooses locales to search, such as folders and/or disk partitions, and configures search options. Thus, the NuDetective scans all files of selected locales searching for images, submitting them to the nudity analysis process, called Image Analysis. In addition, the Tool can still check the names of all files or only image names, comparing them with a list of pre-defined keywords\(^2\) that contains names and phrases commonly used to share child pornographic files over the Internet.

Several options can be configured by the forensic examiner, such as the image types to be searched, the method to search for images (by file extensions or by file signatures), filters by image sizes, how to compare names on File Name Analysis, among others. The Tool also allows the analysis of compressed files in ZIP format.

The NuDetective was implemented using Java threads, allowing the execution of some tasks in parallel. One of the developed threads is responsible for searching the selected locales, the second cares only about the nudity images processing and a third thread is responsible for displaying the results, feeding the results GUI in real time. So the forensic examiner can start to analyze the results even before the Tool finishes searching all files of the selected locales.

### 3.4. Previous Results

As described in [6], two evaluation experiments were carried out to measure the nudity detection rate of the Tool. In the first experiment, one controlled database was created with several images obtained at imageafter.com [25] and with nudity images obtained from random access of Internet sites, including human nudity of Asian, Black, and Caucasian people. The second experiment used a real hard disk drive seized during an operation to combat pedophilia in Brazil.

The hard disk drive (HDD) was placed in the Logicube Forensic Talon [26], which was connected to one laptop’s USB port, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, it ensured the preservation of all data in the hard disk drive, since the Talon acts as a write blocker of the storage device. This configuration is widely used at crime scenes by forensic examiners.

\(^2\) The list of keywords was defined considering the professional experience of the authors.

The results of the first experiment proved the ability of the Tool to automatically recognize suspicious nudity files. The results of the second experiment proved that the use of NuDetective is feasible and significantly reduces the time spent by forensic examiners to detect illegal content, with a high degree of reliability. The Tool took less than 13 minutes to search and analyze all files on the evidence drive, which had over more than three hundred thousand files stored. The results of experiments showed nudity detection rates around 95%, with low rates of false positives, combined with fast processing [6].

![Write Blocker Device](image)

Fig. 1. Configuration widely used by forensic examiners: one write-protected hard disk drive connected to one laptop’s USB port, through a write blocker device.

### 4. Optimization of Automatic Nudity Detection

The authors observed that the runtime of automatic nudity detection involving high-resolution digital photos may be high, as described in Section 4.2. Therefore, search for child pornographic files using the Tool on a hard disk drive containing many high-resolution images could take more time than desirable to be performed at a crime scene. This section describes our optimization approach, the evaluation experiments and results.

#### 4.1. Material

Several experiments were performed in this work. For all of them, we used a laptop Lenovo ThinkPad T60, Intel Centrino 2.33 GHz, 2 GB of RAM, display adapter ATI Mobility Radeon X1400, running Windows XP SP3. Since the performed experiments tried to measure runtimes, the authors warn that the results are directly dependent on the hardware configuration used.

#### 4.2. Runtime of Automatic Nudity Detection in High-Resolution Images

To calculate the runtime of automatic nudity detection in high-resolution images with the use of NuDetective, the authors performed experiments with digital photos of different resolutions. Two hundred random photos with resolution of 12.0 Megapixels were used in the experiments, some containing human nudity.

Later, using the software Multiple Image Resizer .NET [27], these pictures had their resolutions reduced to approximately 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 0.7, and 0.075 Megapixels. Thus, we created a total of six sets of images containing 200 (two hundred) photos each.
These sets of images were copied to six different folders and submitted, one by one, to the Image Analysis provided by NuDetective in order to calculate the total runtime. The FileName Analysis was disabled. Table 1 shows the results for each of these sets, including the average runtime by an individual photo of each set. As expected, the runtime was directly proportional to the image resolution. This experiment showed that one high-resolution image took more than five seconds to be processed, which may be undesirable at crime scenes. However, NuDetective can quickly analyze images with medium and low resolutions – these images are the most shared through the Internet. All the times in Table 1 includes the I/O operation to read the photos from the hard disk drive.

Table 1. Runtime of Image Analysis to process the created six sets of 200 photos each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution (Mpixels)</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Average Time for each Photo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17m 21s</td>
<td>5.20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12m 46s</td>
<td>3.83s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5m 48s</td>
<td>1.74s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3m 02s</td>
<td>0.91s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1m 09s</td>
<td>0.34s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0m 09s</td>
<td>0.04s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

Once proven the runtime variation of nudity detection according to image resolutions, the authors performed studies to reduce the runtime of Image Analysis provided by NuDetective Forensic Tool.

Our optimization approach is to reduce the images resolution before they were submitted to the nudity detection algorithms in an attempt to reduce the runtime of NuDetective. This approach has three major challenges that need to be solved in this work:

(i) Develop an algorithm to reduce the images resolution. It should be fast enough to not include undesirable delay, compensating negatively the time gained by reducing the images resolution;
(ii) Verify how similar will be the results for nudity detection of images with original and reduced resolutions, and;
(iii) Establish an optimal minimal image resolution to be used by the NuDetective.

4.4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION

To achieve the main purposes of this work, the major three challenges described before must be solved. Each one of them is described below, including the development process and the performed experiments.

4.4.1. REDUCE THE IMAGES RESOLUTION

An algorithm to reduce the images resolution was developed by the authors. Its implementation was based on the use of Java classes BufferedImage and Graphics2D, as shown in Figure 2. The image with original resolution is represented by originalImage and the resulting image with reduced resolution is represented by reducedImage.

```java
BufferedImage reducedImage = new BufferedImage (newImageWidth, newImageHeight, originalImage. gettype());
Graphics2D graphics = img.
createGraphics();
graphics.setRenderingHint(RenderingHints. KEY_INTERPOLATION, RenderingHints. VALUE_INTERPOLATION_BILINEAR);
grahics.drawImage(originalImage, 0, 0, newImageWidth, newImageHeight, 0, 0, originalImageWidth, originalImageHeight, null);
grahics.dispose();
```

Fig. 2. Main lines of Java code of the developed algorithm to reduce the images resolution.

Experiments with the algorithm to reduce images resolution were performed to calculate the runtime of this procedure. The results showed that, from an image already loaded into the memory of the Java program, the runtime (t) to reduce the photo resolution was less than a millisecond (t < 0,001s). Several images were used on the tests and most of them had resolution of 12 Megapixels. The results obtained with the reduction algorithm were satisfactory, since the runtime was very low and did not add significant delays in Image Analysis provided by the Tool.

4.4.2. NUDITY DETECTION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT IMAGE RESOLUTIONS

Thus, to measure how similar will be the results for nudity detection of images with original and reduced resolutions, the authors performed some experiments. Since the result of Image Analysis for each picture is binary, varying between Nudity (positive) or Non-Nudity (negative), the authors used the six sets of 200 (two hundred) photos previously created to check the nudity detection results of the Image Analysis, which are shown in Table 2. The results of images with original resolution (12 Megapixels) were considered as a basis for comparison with the others sets.

Table 2. Results of the Image Analysis for each set of 200 photos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution (Mpixels)</th>
<th>Positives (Nudity)</th>
<th>Negatives (Non-Nudity)</th>
<th>Variation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>(basis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, the results of nudity detection algorithms used by NuDetective were very similar after examining the same pictures of different resolutions. The higher variation was only 1%. This result was satisfactory and allowed NuDetective
to reduce the images resolution before submit them to Image Analysis, without significant changes in the detection results.

4.4.3. Optimal Image Resolution

The authors made several other experiments to determine the minimum resolution that an image could be reduced in order to be analyzed by the nudity detection algorithms of NuDetective, without significant changes in results. After exhaustive tests and experiments with different resolutions smaller than 1 Megapixel, the authors concluded that the resolution of 0.01 Megapixel, or 10 Kilopixels, is the most appropriate in relation to the runtime and nudity detection results. Therefore, a new option was implemented in the Tool: enable or not the optimization of Image Analysis. When optimization is enabled, the algorithms of Image Analysis reduce the images resolution to a maximum height or width of 100 pixels, always keeping the aspect ratio. In this configuration, we obtained the best runtime with low variation in the results, which are in Table 3.

In this experiment, we used only images with original resolution (12 Megapixels) and they were reduced in real time by the new reduction algorithm provided by the Tool. This means that the total runtime includes the time to read the original photo files from the hard disk drive, which is an I/O operation, and naturally demands a great portion of time.

Table 3. Results of the optimization using the new version of NuDetective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Optimization Disabled</th>
<th>Optimization Enabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Runtime of 200 Photos with 12 Megapixels each</td>
<td>17m 21s</td>
<td>1m 52s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time for each Photo</td>
<td>5.20s</td>
<td>0.56s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Positives (Nudity) / Negatives (Non-Nudity)</td>
<td>67 / 133</td>
<td>65 / 135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. RESULT ANALYSIS

Our approach to reduce the image resolution to 0.01 Megapixels, by adjusting the height / width to a maximum of 100 pixels, showed very good results. Analyzing the results in Table 3, it is possible to check that the variation of the nudity detection results obtained by enabling the optimization was only 1% (2 different results in 200 photos). Therefore, the proposed optimization reduces the total runtime from 17 minutes and 21 seconds to 1 minute and 52 seconds, i.e., has achieved a reduction of approximately 90%.

The results obtained in different experiments with the proposed approach in this work showed that our optimization technique significantly reduces the runtime of NuDetective, making it even more feasible to be applied on real forensic cases to detect child and teen pornography at crime scenes.

The results also showed that the algorithms proposed by [17, 21] can process images of different resolutions, without significant changes in the nudity detection results. This variation can be explained by the fact that the process of reducing image resolution can change the skin regions originally detected, joining or segmenting those regions.

5. NuDetective 2.0: New Features

A new version 2.0 of NuDetective Forensic Tool was developed in this work. This section describes its new features and main improvements.

5.1. Hash Analysis Implementation and Evaluation

As described in Section 1 of this paper, calculate the hash value of files to search for previously known content is widely used in computer forensics. Thus, the new feature Hash Analysis was implemented in the new version of the NuDetective, allowing the forensic examiner to import a text file, which contains the list of known hash values, that will be compared with the files present in the selected locals (folders and/or disk partitions). The NuDetective also offers the option to calculate the hash values of only image/videos files, which is much more interesting, considering the main purpose to detect child and teen pornography. The forensic examiner can choose the hash type to be used: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 and SHA-512.

To measure the performance of Hash Analysis, one simple experiment was performed: we submitted our original 200 high-resolution images (12 Megapixels) to Image Analysis with optimization together with each type of Hash Analysis provided by the Tool. The main goal of this experiment is check the introduced delay of Hash Analysis. One text file with a list of a thousand hash values was used. We known, as showed in Table 3, the runtime of Image Analysis with optimization was 1 minute and 52 seconds. Table 4 shows the results of this hash experiment. As expected, the MD5 was the fastest. It introduces only 4 seconds delay in 200 high-resolution images and is the recommended hash type to use at crime scenes. Because NuDetective was implemented with Java threads, the delay introduced by Hash Analysis was minimal.

Table 4. Results of the hash experiment to verify the performance of Hash Analysis provided by NuDetective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Type</th>
<th>Runtime of Optimized Image Analysis with Hash Analysis</th>
<th>Introduced Delay by Hash Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>1m 56s</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1</td>
<td>2m 03s</td>
<td>11s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256</td>
<td>2m 05s</td>
<td>13s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512</td>
<td>2m 09s</td>
<td>17s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Other Features, New Graphics User Interfaces and More

The new version of NuDetective allows the forensic examiner to combine the three types of analysis (Image
Analysis, FileName Analysis and Hash Analysis), setting them according to the forensic needs of each case. It is possible to use all the three analysis type simultaneously, or choose from one or two specific types. Each analysis type has specific settings that can be changed by the forensic examiner.

Figure 3a illustrates the new main Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Tool, which includes new options for enabling the new optimization of Image Analysis and also the Hash Analysis. It is possible to see that the graphical interface of the Tool is ready to support the analysis of video files (Video Analysis - still disabled in this version), which is under development by the authors, as discussed in future work (Section 7).

The table in the results GUI (Figure 3b) gained a new column indicating the Hash Analysis (HS), which is similar to the Image Analysis (Im) and FileName Analysis (FN). These columns indicate which analysis type classified the resulting suspect files.

The version 2.0 of the Forensic Tool NuDetective provides a lot of other fixes and internal improvements, including optimization in the source code to seek files, updating statistics and status messages, new control and error logs, and so on.

6. Conclusions

One previous work [6] proved that the use of the NuDetective Forensic Tool to detect child and teen pornography was feasible. Its internal algorithms to detect human skin [17] and nudity [21] showed success detection rates of 95% with fast processing. However, when NuDetective tries to analyze high-resolution images, such as digital photos, one problem was found: it took more than 5 seconds for each 12 Megapixels photo, which is not desirable for a forensic examiner at a crime scene.

With the evolution of digital cameras and camcorders, anyone with such equipments can produce multimedia content with great quality and higher resolution. Nowadays, high-resolution photos are increasingly common on seized computers and storage devices to be examined by forensic experts. Therefore, this work presented an optimization technique to reduce the runtime of automatic nudity detection in high-resolution digital images with the use of NuDetective Forensic Tool.

The proposed approach reduces the images resolution to be analyzed by detection algorithms [17, 21] provided by the Tool. As results, besides providing a new version of the Tool, this work had solutions to the three main challenges described in Section 4:

(i) An algorithm to reduce the images resolution was implemented in Java using BufferedImage and Graphics2D classes, and the time it takes to reduce a high-resolution image is less than a millisecond, which is a very satisfactory result;

(ii) Our experiments showed that the results of automatic nudity detection provided by NuDetective had maximum variation of 1% between images with original and reduced resolutions. Particularly, this result allowed the proposed approach to be implemented without significant changes in results, and;

(iii) The resolution of 0.01 Megapixels, or 10 Kilopixels, had a reduced runtime and good detection results, being chosen as the optimal resolution to reduce the images before submitting them to Image Analysis of NuDetective.

As expected, the performed experiments showed that the optimization proposed in this work is more effective as the images resolution increases. One experiment demonstrated a reduction of about 90% of the total runtime, from 17 minutes and 21 seconds to 1 minute and 52 seconds, analyzing two hundred high-resolution (12 Megapixels) photos.

This work also showed that the algorithms proposed by [17, 21] can process images of different resolutions, without significant changes in the nudity detection results.

The proposed optimization was implemented by the authors in the new version 2.0 of the NuDetective Forensic Tool. This version provides other new features, including a new type of file analysis: the Hash Analysis. As discussed,
comparing the hash values of files can be quite useful in the detection of known files. Using this new version of the Tool, the forensic examiner can combine this new type of analysis (Hash Analysis) with FileName Analysis and Image Analysis, according to his needs, allowing greater confidence in the results of automatic detection of files containing child and teen pornography. Experiments showed that the introduced delay of Hash Analysis is minimal, because NuDetective is implemented with the use of Java threads.

The NuDetective Forensic Tool is free and available only to law enforcement. For instructions on how to get it, please contact the authors or send an e-mail to nudetective@gmail.com.

7. Future Work

Although the results of experiments had shown that the Tool is effective for use in real cases, NuDetective is still not able to analyze the contents of a typically file type used for nudity storage: the video. Thus, the implementation of nudity detection in videos through frame extraction is part of a project already started for further improvement in the software. As showed in Figure 3a, the new main Graphics User Interface of the Tool is ready to support this new feature.

Some other improvements that can be done in future already have been described in [6].
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